F E AT U R E

The Risk of Wildfire
by Ilene Watson

IN THE FIRESTORM

O n a hot August night in
2003, the City of Kelowna was
illuminated in the eerie light of a
raging forest wildfire stretched
along the city’s eastern flank. Anxious
residents watched through the smoke as
the intense heat sent flames spiraling up
into the darkness. Burning embers carried on the wind fell from the sky over a
mile from the fire. Houses were etched in
the glow of the advancing inferno, then
engulfed in flames, and then gone.
The Kelowna Fire Chief called it a
war zone. Exhausted and choking back
tears, he described how dedicated fire
fighters fought to save other people’s
homes as their own burned.
A steady stream of 30,000 evacuated
residents flowed away from the eastern
and southern sections of the city. Convoys of fire trucks, some coming from

hundreds of miles away, roared through
the abandoned streets. Water bombers
and helicopters thundered continuously
overhead.
There was an underlying sense of disbelief. “This just can’t happen!” It did.
About 250 families lost their homes to
the flames.
Kelowna, British Columbia (population 100,000) is just one on the list of
many towns in North America that have
fought wildfires in recent years. At the
peak of Southern California’s 2003 wildfires (affecting dozens of communities),
more than 15,600 firefighters, 1,900 fire
engines, 203 water trucks, 43 air tankers,
and 105 helicopters battled the flames.

The August 2003 Kelowna wildfire descended
over a ridge, and moved toward the town. Flying
“water bombers” made numerous runs. The cost
and devastation of the fire was enormous.

The outcome: well over 3,500 structures
lost, 800,000 acres burned, and, tragically,
22 people dead.

THE INCREASING THREAT
OF WILDFIRE
The threat of wildfire is increasing in
North America. More people are living in
wooded areas or in developments constructed next to forestlands. According
to a report prepared by a panel of the U.S.
National Academy of Public Administration, communities are continuing to
build into their nearby wildlands faster
than defensible spaces are being created
around them – and faster than local governments are adopting and enforcing
essential zoning and subdivision regulations.1
Compounding the problem,
forests in western North America have been abnormally dry.
Environment Canada, for example, indicates that southern
British Columbia went through
its driest three-year period on
record between 2000 and 2002.
Last summer, the U.S. National
Weather Service reported that
most parts of the western U.S.
(about one third of the entire
continental U.S.) were experien-cing from abnormally dry to
extreme drought conditions.
Further exacerbating the threat of
major wildfires has been the increasing
amount of “fuel” building up in forestlands, in the form of dead brush, dried
grass, and fallen tree limbs. This fuel
build up has occurred, in large part,
because of the practice of suppressing
natural fires – that is, interfering with the
natural cycle by which fires periodically
continued on next page
1 Containing Wildland Fire Costs: Enhancing Hazard
Mitigation Capacity (National Academy of Public
Administration, January 2004). See also Resources
sidebar on page 6.
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clear away underbrush. Overly aggressive fire suppression means that when
fires do occur, they are often hotter, more
difficult to control, and more catastrophic.
The combination of decades of fire
suppression, a dry climatic pattern, and
increasing numbers of homes being built
in or adjacent to forests, has made the
threat of wildfires a real prospect for a
growing number of communities.

In drier areas, including much of the
western U.S., many ecosystems have been
shaped by a frequent natural fire cycle.
Ponderosa pines, for example, have
evolved cones that open and scatter seeds
after a low intensity fire. The aggressive
suppression of natural fires over many
decades has altered the ecology of numerous areas. This ecological change is the
result of a chain of events, starting with the
accumulation of dead tree limbs and the
continued build up of underbrush which
would otherwise have been thinned out by
the natural fire cycle. The resulting high
fuel loads often result in devastating fires,
much more intense than would have naturally occurred.
The hazard reduction strategies
described in this article essentially involve
the reintroduction of the effects of fire into
the environment through practices such as
thinning trees and removing accumulated
branches and dead brush. Some would
argue that these practices are inconsistent
with valuing the natural environment.
More persuasive is the view that wellplanned wildfire hazard reduction simulates many of the effects of naturally
occurring, frequent, low intensity fires.
Wildfire hazard abatement is most
effective when combined with other planning strategies, such as locating new development away from forested areas and
avoiding rural lots that sprawl across the
landscape. The intention of wildfire hazard
abatement is not to create a barren and
empty environment. Reducing wildfire
hazard can be carried out in a sensitive and
environmentally responsible way.

CHOICE & RESPONSIBILITY
Is the choice of an individual to live in
a naturally hazardous situation anybody
else’s business? Where the consequences
of such a choice are borne only by the
individual making that choice, few
would dispute that the responsibility for
the outcome is solely that of the individual. But can the same be said when an
individual’s choice of where to live
imposes financial costs – and physical
risks – on others?
When housing developments are constructed in known, fire-prone areas,
many homeowners still expect that firefighters, police, and rescue workers will
risk their lives and use expensive equipment attempting to save their homes.
And, in fact, that is what typically happens. Moreover, when houses in high fire
risk areas catch fire, their embers can easily spread the fire, ultimately threatening
neighboring homes that are well outside
forested areas.
Recognizing that wildfires can often
pose a community-wide risk, more
towns, cities, and counties are addressing
the threat in their
planning and development approval
processes. The goal
is to reduce the hazards (and community costs) posed by
wildfires by considering a range of
policies, from preventing sprawling
rural developments
to developing criteria

for new housing construction, such as
fire resistant roofing and siding materials.

COMMUNITY PLANS AND
DEVELOPMENT APPROVALS
1. Community Plans
As most Planning Commissioners Journal readers understand, the purpose of a
community (or comprehensive) plan is
to outline goals, policies, and strategies
for dealing with a wide variety of land
use and community development issues.
It is certainly appropriate for a plan to
address natural hazards – indeed one of
the primary justifications for planning
and zoning is to promote public health
and safety. Many local plans, for example, deal with the threat of flooding. Similarly, in communities with forested
areas, local plans can and should deal
with the threat of wildfires.
Among the key questions that can be
addressed:
• What wildfire hazard reduction methods does the community currently use?
• What methods are available, but not
being used?
• How are fire hazards dealt with in the
development review process?
An important fringe benefit: the very
process of focusing on wildfires through
a community planning process can serve
as an important educational foundation
and help build public awareness and
commitment to reducing fire hazards.
Components of the community planning process for wildfires might include:
• Undertaking a community-wide wildfire hazard assessment. An assessment can
identify areas that are at high, medium,
or low risk in terms of wildfire hazard.
This provides the community with vital
baseline information to use in decisionmaking.
There are some programs, such as
“Landfire,” which use remote sensing to
help map wildfire hazard areas. Landfire
is a federal initiative to generate comprehensive maps and data describing vegetation, fire, and fuel characteristics across
the United States. This information can
supplement other locally developed data.
Resources, p.4

• Developing goals and strategies for
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About 250 houses were destroyed in the Kelowna wildfire. Many caught fire from the shower of burning
embers and the intense heat – hot enough to easily melt vinyl siding.

2. Subdivision Review
A community’s subdivision requirements can specifically address the reduction of wildfire hazard. Subdivisions can
be designed in ways that reduce their
susceptibility to wildfire. Some key criteria to consider:
• Roads in subdivisions in fire hazard
areas should have dual access. Any cul-desacs should be short and have turnarounds with a diameter suitable for
emergency vehicles. Residents or emergency personnel can be in danger if a
long, single entry cul-de-sac becomes
blocked. Dual access makes it easier to
get emergency vehicles in and people
out.
• Ensure emergency access to forested
areas within or adjoining the subdivision.
Firefighters can’t fight the fire if they and
their equipment can’t get to it.
• Review the development’s water supply and fire fighting services. Water supply
and fire fighting services should be adequate to meet potential fire fighting needs.
There should be consideration for clearly
marked water shut-offs to facilitate
continued on next page

reducing risks to residential development in
wildfire hazard areas. In addition to identifying wildfire hazard areas, the community plan can set goals for reducing
wildfire risks. For example, one goal
might be to reduce the overall hazard
on each property in a development from
high to medium. Strategies to accomplish
this might include: creating a “defensible
space” of vegetation with a reduced fuel
load around habitable buildings; incorporating road layouts that allow for multiple accesses and turnarounds of
sufficient diameter for emergency vehicles; providing adequate buffer areas and
firebreaks; and ensuring the presence of
water supplies for firefighters.
• Identifying wildfire hazard development approval policies. Related to the previous point, the community plan can
identify ways of improving development
review in terms of fire hazard reduction.
This can lead to changes in subdivision

review criteria and building construction
standards, as will be discussed shortly.
• Preparing wildfire management plans
for local forested public parks. Reducing
wildfire hazards in parks is a good opportunity for a local government to lead by
example and demonstrate environmentally responsible wildfire hazard mitigation techniques.
• Developing a strategy for funding the
ongoing management of wildfire hazard
abatement. Trees grow and the fire hazard
can increase over time. Wildfire hazard
reduction is an ongoing management
and funding issue for local government.
• Ensure that the community has a complete and well-practiced emergency plan.
When danger threatens, people look to
their local officials to keep them safe, tell
them what to do, and deal with the menace. Emergencies happen quickly and it
is important to have an effective plan
already in place.

Community
Firebreaks
The protection of communities can involve the establishment
of firebreaks. One of the key objectives
of a firebreak is to provide a defensive
barrier – that is, an area with limited fuel
for fires. With good design, reducing fuel
loads can be compatible with other community values.
Open spaces that perform the function of a firebreak can include: recreational parks, open playfields, or trails;
natural meadows; agricultural or pasture
lands; long and deep residential yards
restricted to noncombustible landscaping and materials; or areas surrounding
subdivisions planted with fire resistant
landscaping.
Firebreaks can also be designed to fit
with natural contours and topography,
and can take advantage of existing fuel
breaks such as cliffs, roads, or rock outcrops.
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control of the water supply to damaged
homes (in the Kelowna firestorm there
was a reduction in water pressure
because of the difficulty in shutting off
water flow to destroyed areas). The
community may also wish to consider

Resources
• United States Forest
Service National Wildfire
Programs Data Base: <www.wildfire
programs.com>. An extensive database
of state and local wildfire hazard mitigation programs. Also links to communities
and organizations with policies and programs to reduce fire hazards on private
lands.
• Firewise: <www.firewise.org>. An
excellent web site containing a wealth of
resources on wildfire hazard reduction
strategies. Firewise is sponsored by the
National Wildfire Coordinating Group,
a consortium of agencies and organizations, including the U.S. Forest Service,
the National Association of State
Foresters, and the National Fire Protection Association.
• British Columbia Ministry of Forests:
<www.for.gov.bc.ca/protect/safety/>.
The Ministry of Forests website provides
valuable information on wildfire hazard
reduction methods. A copy of the manual
“Firesmart, Protecting Your Community
from Wildfire” can be downloaded from
this site.
• Containing Wildland Fire Costs –
Enhancing Hazard Mitigation Capacity:
<www.napawash.org/Pubs/Wildfire
Jan04.htm>. A 2004 report by the Panel
of the National Academy of Public
Administration. The report, prompted
by the widespread forest fires of 2002
and 2003, includes a detailed review of
issues related to wildfire hazards and
their mitigation.
• British Columbia 2003 Firestorm
Provincial Review: <www.2003firestorm.
gov.bc.ca>. An extensive provincial
government report that outlines wildfire
hazard issues and includes recommendations on emergency management and
response.

investing in a portable, high volume
sprinkler system, and four wheeled drive
emergency vehicles capable of off-road
travel.
• Create and maintain firebreaks. A
firebreak robs an advancing fire of fuel
and provides a way for emergency personnel to more easily access the forest.
Firebreaks can be incorporated into the
layout of a subdivision.
• Undertake wildfire hazard reduction
measures at the forest interface. Thinning
trees and removing debris can reduce the
fire hazard threat. The risk of a fire
spreading to houses within a subdivision
can also be reduced if there is an adequate buffer between the houses and any
adjoining forest. A buffer can take the
form of deep and long backyards (with
certain building, fencing, and planting
restrictions in this buffer area to facilitate
emergency access) or be provided as an
open space greenbelt surrounding the
subdivision.
• Consider the placement of restrictions
on the form of new construction. Subdivision regulations can require the use of
fire-resistant materials in new housing in
fire hazard areas (some communities
might use their building code for this, as
noted in the next section). The regulations can also call for conditions of
approval or covenants to ensure the
long-term maintenance of firebreaks and
other open space buffers within the
development.
If a community decides not to address
wildfire hazards within its general subdivision requirements, it may still want to
require developers to obtain a professional wildfire hazard assessment in order to
evaluate risks, and then obtain professional recommendations for reducing
potential wildfire hazards.
3. Building Construction
Building codes and permits can also
help ensure that construction in fire hazard areas is designed to reduce the risk of
damage in the event of fire:
• Require the use of fire resistant building materials for roofing and siding. Vulnerable roofing and siding materials are
the two principal causes of losing a
building to wildfire.

• Limit ways for burning embers to
enter buildings. This can include requiring exposed framework be enclosed in
areas such as eaves, under balconies, or
on the underside of carport roofs. The
installation of windows resistant to shattering or the use of shutters can prevent
embers from entering through broken
windows. Similarly, spark arresters on
chimneys can prevent embers from
entering (and also from leaving) a lit fireplace.
• Fire resistant landscaping practices
around buildings. Fire resistant landscape
practices are especially important within
the thirty foot area surrounding a house.2
This includes removing and thinning
trees (as trees next to buildings can act as
a ladder for fire); removing tree branches
close to the ground; and avoiding bark or
woodchip mulches.
Incorporating fire resistant landscape
practices does not mean creating a sterile
looking environment. It can be as simple
as using crushed stone rather than flammable bark mulch, or planting deciduous
trees (like mountain ash, maple, or
birch) instead of coniferous evergreens,
eucalyptus, or acacia. Using plant material that is more fire resistant can still
result in aesthetically pleasing landscaping, while significantly reducing fire
risks.
In our planning department (for the
Regional District of Central Okanagan),
handing out a building permit application is also an opportunity for education.
Building permit application materials
include recommendations on how to
construct a fire resistant building and
install fire resistant landscaping. The
ideas are simple and inexpensive, especially when incorporated early in the
design of a building.

WORKING TOGETHER
Wildfires often are not considerate
enough to respect jurisdictional lines
drawn on a map. Moreover, when it
2 A thirty foot perimeter around buildings is considered the high priority protection area throughout
North America. For more information see the British
Columbia Ministry of Forests publication “FireSmart,
Protecting Your Community from Wildfire” available
at <www.for.gov.bc.ca/protect/safety/>, or the “Firewise” website at <www.firewise.org>.
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Managing the Forest
While not the focus of this article,
the exposure of communities to the
risk of wildfire is also affected by how
large forests are managed. An important issue is contending with the
unnatural excess of fuels in North
American woodlands as a result of
government policies to aggressively
suppress natural fires.
The Province of British Columbia’s
Firestorm 2003 report indicates that
maintaining this approach carries
considerable risk.3 The report recommends that the control of wildfire hazard be broadly incorporated into forest
management practices. Controlled
burning, selective logging, changes in
silvicultural practices, and the planting of less fire-prone species, are cited
as important tools to control wildfire
risk in the forests around our communities.

comes to dealing with wildfires, multiple
government agencies are frequently
involved. This can be beneficial, as different agencies bring different areas of
expertise into play. However, from a
regional perspective, it is important to
take a comprehensive and coordinated
approach to wildfire hazard mitigation.
Regional planning efforts can be effective. A good example is the Greater
Flagstaff (Arizona) Forests Partnership.
The Partnership has brought together 27
environmental and government organizations dedicated to researching and
demonstrating better approaches to forest ecosystem restoration. The group has
developed management plans for the
pine forests around Flagstaff. Goals
include the reduction of fire fuel and the
protection and restoration of the natural
environment.
On the national level, “Firewise,” a
program developed by a consortium of
U.S. wildland fire agencies, provides a
wealth of information about reducing
the hazard of wildfires. The “Firewise
Community” program also can help
3 The report is available at: <www.2003firestorm.
gov.bc.ca/firestormreport/>.

localities develop strategies for dealing
Resources
with wildfire hazards.
Local community efforts remain critical to reducing wildfire hazards – and
education is key. Every time a resident
comes in contact with local government
there is an opportunity for education.
Besides typical approaches such as
posters, fliers, and informational meetings, consider other ways in which the
importance of wildfire hazard reduction
can be promoted. For example, does
your community have a yard or garden
waste pick up program? If so, in publicizing that program, also point out that
wildfire hazards can be reduced by
clearing the ground of dead leaves and
needles, and by removing dead and low
branches from trees – with the added
benefit of having it all carted away as
yard waste at no extra cost.

SUMMING UP:
In too many cities, towns, and regions
the results of wildfires have been catastrophic. Once a fire starts there is no
choice but to play the hand you’ve been
dealt. Wildfire hazard mitigation focuses
on developing “fire-resistant” communities by locating new development in
lower-risk areas, and adopting site
design, landscaping, and home building
practices to reduce fuel loads, provide
effective fire breaks, and make use of less
flammable building materials.
By identifying wildfire hazard mitigation strategies through the planning
process – and incorporating them into
local zoning and subdivision regulations
– communities can stack the deck in
their favor. ◆
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